Capability Statement

Space-related
research
The University of Wollongong (UOW) is
helping to grow Australia’s space industry
through our world-class research, strong
industry collaborations and quality
education and training.
Our capabilities in space-related research extends across the
production and development of space technologies (such as
cube satellites), through to the retrieval, validation, processing
and analysis of space-derived data, and the translation and
application of this information on Earth and in space.
Research activities currently being carried out in remote and
challenging environments are highly transferable to space
environments, which will allow UOW to leapfrog into areas of
future competitive advantage.
Underpinning UOW’s space research activities are our
strengths in research and development, particularly in the
application of advanced integrated Earth observation data.
Other capabilities available to support space missions include
space physics, space medicine, quantum communications,
advanced antenna and sensor technology, and data science
for precise high-dimensional mapping.
Our researchers have established partnerships with institutes
and industries locally and internationally and are involved in
programs with agencies including the CSIRO, Geoscience
Australia, the European Space Agency (ESA), the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), the Canadian Space
Agency and NASA.
Space research is supported across several UOW research
centres and schools:
–
–
–
–
–

Centre for Atmospheric Chemistry
Centre for Environmental Informatics
Centre for Medical Radiation Physics
Centre for Sustainable Ecosystem Solutions
School of Electrical, Computer & Telecommunications

NATIONAL CIVIL SPACE PRIORITIES

National Civil Space Priorities delivered within the Australian
Civil Space Strategy outline the Australian Government’s plan
to transform and grow the country’s space industry over the
next decade. Research at UOW aligns strongly with three of
the priorities.
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Earth observation: This provides calibrated, analysed
and integrated satellite data of Earth’s physical, chemical
and biological environments over large geographic scales
and through time. The data captured is increasingly being
used by government and businesses to inform strategic
decision-making and increase productivity and innovation.
Australia’s geographic scale also provides an advantage for
the deployment of sensor networks, connected through the
Internet of Things. Several UOW research groups are working
in this area to deliver value-added services to a variety of endusers, including environmental and conservation agencies,
urban planners, forestry, agriculture and mining.
Robotics and automation on Earth and in space:
Development of innovative technology, including robotics and
autonomous vehicles, is required to enable remote operations
and exploration of space. Many of these will require smart
sensors. UOW has internationally-recognised strengths in
the development of engineering technologies – many of
which have been used or have the capacity to be adapted
and refined for space-based research, including radiationdetection sensors, autonomous vehicles, robotics and 3D
printing.
Leapfrog R&D: The Australian Space Agency has identified
several key opportunities for space-based research aimed
at developing technology and applications in emerging
fields. UOW has strengths in several of these areas, including
CubeSat development and deployment, big data processing
and analytics, space radiation, and intelligent materials.
SATELLITE DATA VALIDATION

Researchers at UOW’s Centre for Atmospheric Chemistry
(CAC) collaborate widely in national and international
atmospheric science communities including with other
universities, CSIRO, ANSTO, BOM, and federal and state
government departments.
The Centre’s work is integral to NASA, ESA, JAXA, Canadian
Space Agency, and Chinese Space Agency satellite programs.
Its data is heavily used by the science community, with 255
publications using Total Carbon Column Observing Network
(TCCON) data in the past 10 years. The Centre is also actively
measuring emissions from agriculture to inform the Australian
National Greenhouse Gas Inventory.

Researchers at the Centre use ground-based infrared solar
spectroscopy to validate and calibrate raw data from several
satellites targeting atmospheric composition, including trace
gases relevant to the greenhouse effect and ozone depletion.
Coupled with chemical transport modelling, the Centre
characterises, tracks and evaluates spatial and temporal
changes in the composition of near-Earth atmosphere.
This research group is a lead institution in two global
networks that form the primary means by which data
products from several satellite-based instruments are
validated. These are the TCCON and the Network for
Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC).
The group is also an active member of a global network that
develops instruments for data collecting satellites, such as
JAXA’s GOSAT2.
In 2020, the team at UOW’s School of Earth, Atmospheric and
Life Sciences was named a co-recipient of the NASA Group
Achievement Award for outstanding contributions to NASA’s
CAMP2Ex mission.
The award, which was conferred on CAMP2Ex (Clouds,
Aerosols, Monsoonal Processes - Philippines Experiment), is
based on UOW leading the CAMP2Ex-HABAGAT team and
supporting NASA’s airborne measurements aimed to better
understand water vapour, aerosols and gas-phase chemistry
at the Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON)
Philippines site.
CAMP2Ex is a NASA airborne mission which is investigating
the role of anthropogenic and natural aerosol particles
in influencing the amount of warm and mixed phase
precipitation in the vicinity of the Philippines during the
Southwest Monsoon.
The mission is providing a comprehensive 4D observational
view of the environment of the Philippines and its
neighbouring waters in terms of microphysical, hydrological,
dynamical, thermodynamical and radiative properties of the
environment, targeting the environment of shallow cumulus
and cumulus congestus clouds.
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BIG DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYTICS

Researchers at the Centre for Environmental Informatics
(CEI) are focused on the statistical analysis of satellite-derived
spatial and temporal data about the geophysical processes of
Earth on a global scale.
They collaborate with NASA and its Jet Propulsion Laboratory
to analyse data from the Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2
(OCO-2), with a primary objective to estimate and map the
global geographic distribution of carbon dioxide sources
and sinks at Earth’s surface through time. This, along
with uncertainty quantification of the maps, informs our
understanding of the carbon cycle and climate change.
Researchers have also been studying global sea level rise
from satellite data, in particular the contribution to sea
level from ice sheets in Antarctica and Greenland. CEI is
a world leader in spatio-temporal statistics. Recent work
includes developing statistical methodology for analysing
hyperspectral data from the Mars 2020 rover and satellite
monitoring of the Great Barrier Reef.
MAPPING, MONITORING AND MODELLING

The Centre for Sustainable Ecosystem Solutions (CSES) uses
remote-sensing technologies including drones to assess and
monitor ecosystem sustainability in our changing climate.
Researchers are highly skilled in image analysis and have
been involved with projects monitoring the resilience of
environments - agricultural, forestry and natural ecosystem
health. They are developing unmanned aircraft systems to
help understand both artificial and solar-induced canopy
chlorophyll fluorescence measured from space. Researchers
here have been actively involved with the Digital Earth
Australia project, collaborating with Geoscience Australia and
the CSIRO. The aim is to provide standardised and consistent
data and imagery products that can be used to derive valueadded products and develop services for a variety of landbased applications.
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Underpinning UOW’s space
research activities are our
strengths in research and
development, particularly
in the application of
advanced integrated
Earth observation data.
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Cube satellites, or CubeSats, are small but mighty miniature
satellites made up of multiple cubic units. They can be built
using off-the-shelf components, making them a cheap
alternative to billion-dollar satellites – and ideal for research.
They can also provide students with a unique hands-on
experience in developing space missions from design to
launch and operations.
A team of researchers at UOW’s School of Electrical,
Computer and Telecommunications Engineering are
designing a high-capability, multipurpose CubeSat platform
to ensure researchers get the most out of every mission.
CubeSats can be customised with different on-board instruments
for each mission, but real estate is tight because the satellites
are so small. The new CubeSat will incorporate a reconfigurable
electronic circuit to give researchers the ability to upload
software once the satellite is in orbit to run different missions.
But more processing power means increased energy use, so
part of the research is exploring ways to keep CubeSats cool.
The team is also experimenting with new compact antenna
designs to enable groups of CubeSats to talk to one another
in orbit. Different materials and antenna geometries are
being tested to improve their performance and reception.
The low-Earth-orbit satellite is designed and built locally, and
antenna testing is being carried out in collaboration with the
University of Torino.
EMERGING NETWORKING APPLICATIONS

The SMART Infrastructure Facility at UOW is developing
smart sensor technology to improve non-GPS positioning,
navigation and timing, while expanding the application of the
Internet of Things.
UOW is part of the NSW Smart Sensing Network, which
brings together smart sensing expertise in academia,
industry and government.
The SMART IoT Hub is a dedicated research space for the
development of sensor and Internet of Things technologies.
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The space is open to the community, entrepreneurs, start-ups
and small business. The Hub has developed smart sensor
prototypes and devices using open source software and
hardware. These have been used to measure water levels to
detect flooding events and to measure pollutants in cities and
air quality around bushfires.
SPACE RADIATION

The Centre for Medical Radiation Physics (CMRP) is
internationally recognised for the development of
semiconductor radiation sensors and radiation transport
modelling for measurements and simulation of radiation
doses in a space-radiation environment.
The CMRP is an inventor of semiconductor sensors for
microdosimetry to predict the biologically relevant hazards
of space radiation on humans and space electronics and
for optimisation of radiation shielding of spacecraft for
astronauts.
Strong collaboration with NASA and support with grants
from the National Space Biomedical Research Institute
(NSBRI) led to the development of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
microdosimetry instrument (MIDN). The microdosimeter
– fabricated in partnership with microelectronic foundry
SINTEF (Norway) – is set to be deployed on the International
Space Station and in the Mars Mission (ESA Aurora project) to
help monitor radiation in crew and electronics.
The CMRP is an active member of the IEEE Nuclear Space
Radiation Effects (NSREC) community, with strong expertise
in Monte Carlo simulations and testing of semiconductor
devices at radiation accelerator facilities mimicking a spaceradiation environment.
In 2019, UOW launched a spin-off based on a medical
technology invention developed by researchers at the CMRP.
MOSkin is the world’s most advanced and cost-effective
medical radiation sensor technology.
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DEVELOPING CUBE SATELLITES
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Electrogenics Laboratories Ltd has been granted
the exclusive global licence for MOSkin and it will be
manufactured in Australia and commercialised globally.
Another area of space research at CMRP includes the
development of radiation protectors for astronauts, based on
innovative nanoparticles acting as scavengers for radiation
oxygen species.
INTELLIGENT MATERIALS AND MECHATRONICS

UOW is a world leader in smart materials research,
autonomous vehicles and robotics in remote and challenging
environments. Such expertise can aid space exploration and
provide intelligent manufacturing solutions to space-based
problems.
The Australian Institute for Innovative Materials at UOW is
home to two of UOW’s flagship research institutes – the
Institute for Superconducting and Electronic Materials (ISEM)
and the Intelligent Polymer Research Institute (IPRI), which
is also the lead node of the ARC Centre of Excellence for
Electromaterials Science (ACES).
ISEM is an institute dedicated to developing new and
innovative technologies to generate, transport and store
energy and improve the efficiency of electronic devices.

IPRI is recognised as a world leader in the development of
intelligent materials and nanotechnology, including expertise
in the electrochemistry of organic conductors in applications
such as artificial muscles, wearable and implantable energy
sources, and biomedical applications. Researchers are
collaborating on projects from developing 3D-printed body
parts to building robotic systems that have the high dexterity
found in humans (soft robotics).
Meantime, research at UOW’s Decision Systems Lab
(DSL) includes the areas of autonomous vehicles, complex
systems and decision making, and operations research.
DSL researchers work closely with some of the largest IT
companies in the world, including IBM Research, Xerox
Research, Infosys Labs and Samsung.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

UOW has the capability to provide training on the use of
space-based technology and the translation of data received.
We already provide a broad range of space-relevant
education opportunities, particularly in STEM education and
skills development, which attracts a broad range of students
from local, regional and remote areas from all social and
cultural backgrounds. We are committed to collaborating
with local schools and industry on education programs.
UOW’s Science Space is home to Australia’s most digitally
advanced planetarium and more than 100 interactive
exhibits. The Centre enables opportunities to engage with
schools and the wider community.

UOW WELCOMES THE OPPORTUNITY TO WORK
WITH GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY PARTNERS
TO DELIVER EXCEPTIONAL OUTCOMES
CONTACT

Canio Fierravanti
Director Government Relations
University of Wollongong

Ph: 02 4221 5931
E: caniof@uow.edu.au
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This next-generation technology is a tool that precisely
measures radiation dose and dose rate, in addition to beam
monitoring of transmitted radiation. Its design allows greater
real-time control of the amount of radiation delivered, leading
to better outcomes for patients by reducing the incidence of
under or over-delivery of radiation.

